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Abstract— We consider optimisation of a wave-energy de-
vice placed in a contraction consisting of unidirectional wave-
induced buoy motion coupled to a tubular electromagnetic
generator. First, optimisation of the generator is achieved by
using three induction coils instead of one. Second, geometric
optimisation is explored for two contraction-shape parame-
ters. Finally, we discuss the advantages of using nonlinear
Boussinesq-type wave models and their coupling to the buoy
with an inequality constraint.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are a wide variety of devices that can harness wave
energy, which can be placed in specific locations such as
in the open ocean, in coastal waters or on the coast. We
consider a niche wave device that is perhaps best embedded
as part of the coastline, in particular either on a larger
scale in a breakwater or on a smaller scale as part of a
dock. The device consist of a buoy shaped and fit to move
uni-directionally with and against gravity in a contraction.
This contraction is used to enhance the wave action onto a
buoy which is in turn driving a tubular permanent-magnet
generator of the power. The device combines features of the
tapered channel or Tapchan device (in which waves are raised
to spill into a higher reservoir), heaving wave buoys with a
linear and vertically-aligned generator, and the oscillating
water column (OWC) driving Wells’ wind turbines placed
in a breakwater or on the open sea [12]. In the absence
of the contraction and movement along a vertical wall, our
device resembles the Berkeley wedge wave device [20] but
that device has a sliding rail and sliding non-tubular linear
motor. Alternatively, our device can be placed in a floating
contraction geometry at sea, as in the device of Yu et al. [23],
in which a contraction geometry is used to enhance the forces
on 2×2 OWCs on its slanted side walls. The advantage of
our device is the direct conversion of wave energy via buoy
motion into electrical power. Our device was inspired by the
rogue-wave amplification in the “bore-soliton-splash” [5].

A rendering of the device is given in Fig. 1. The dynamics
involved has three integrated aspects: the waves coming from
the sea enter the contraction, wherein a buoy is moving
uni-directionally, and a main magnet attached to this buoy
travels through tubular coils to generate the energy. A com-
plete wave-to-wire mathematical model has been derived
and partially explored in a series of papers [5], [6], [7].
Particular in that derivation is that the entire conservative part
of the model can be derived from one variational principle,
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with embedded therein the full two-way couplings between
wave dynamics and buoy motion as well as integrated buoy
motion and tubular electromagnetic power generation. The
latter buoy-generator integration involves an analytic reduc-
tion of the three-dimensional Maxwell’s partial differential
equations in a symmetric, cylindrical configuration to two
ordinary differential equations for the dynamics of charge
and current in a single induction coil. Whereas the wave
dynamics was modelled with nonlinear potential flow or
Boussinesq-type partial differential equations and the buoy
motion by two ordinary equations for the position and speed
of the buoy. The advantage of this Boussinesq-type wave
modelling over Navier-Stokes hydrodynamics is its speed
and accuracy for the fast inertial wave motions involved.
Such approximations are well-explored and customary in the
wave dynamics community but have barely been explored in
conjunction with (the optimisation of) wave-energy devices.
Preliminary numerical investigations were undertaken by us
based on a linear shallow-water version of this full wave-to-
wire model. Here our aim is to optimise the power output of
the device.

(a) Rendering of the device in the contraction with PTO,
loads and incoming waves (courtesy Wout Zweers).
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(b) Side view with buoy constrained to move vertically.

Fig. 1: Sketch of the wave-energy device (taken from [7]).

Two optimisation advances will be explored in the present
work, followed by a discussion on advancing nonlinear mod-
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elling of the wave dynamics:

• A theoretical formulation and exploration will be given
of the tubular generator by comparing the models
with one and three induction coils of the same length
(§II). Tubular generators have several advantages
(direct conversion) and disadvantages (requiring robust
ball-bearings for motion guidance), for a discussion
see [4], [16].

• The width and angles of the linear buoy and con-
traction geometry will be optimised using (Design-of-
Experiment and Latin-hypercube-sampling) calculations
based on linear finite-element modelling of the entire
device (§III). An overview of such geometric optimisa-
tion is given in [13].

• Potential-flow or Boussinesq-type wave modelling for
wave-energy devices will be discussed with a new for-
mulation of the coupled wave and buoy motion using
an augmented Lagrangian, see [9], [21] (§IV).

II. WAVE-TO-WIRE MATHEMATICAL MODEL:
BUOY AND GNERATOR

While we refer to Bokhove, Kalogirou and Zweers [5]
for the full, original derivation of the wave-to-wire model,
we will here focus on consequences of an extension in the
set-up of the tubular generator with its connection to the
buoy motion1. The unidirectional motion of the buoy is
governed by its vertical position Z(t), its velocity W (t) =
Ż ≡ dZ/dt under gravity with acceleration g downwards, the
hydrodynamic force F(t) on its hull and the forces due to
the electromagnetic drag. The buoy with its mast and magnet
has mass M and is constrained to move vertically2.

The extension consists of replacing the single induction
coil of length L with three induction coils each of length
L/3 with reoriented winding configurations followed by an
(ideal) full-phase AC-DC full-bridge rectifier for each coil.
Each rectifier takes care that the alternating current Ii in coil
i becomes a DC-current |Ii| with i = 1,2,3, which set-up is
somewhat related to work in [3]. The length Lm of the single
magnet stays the same. Those DC currents in the model are
directly used in a Shockley equation representing energy-
consuming LED loads since the coils are mathematically
connected in parallel via the Shockley equation. Each in-
duction circuit has charge Ii = Q̇i with the dot denoting a
time derivative.

Consequently, the coupled dynamics of the buoy and
tubular motor with a single magnet moving through the
three induction coils consists of eight ordinary differential

1We are particularly building on the model derivation of a tubular
generator with a single magnet and single induction coil in the Appendix of
Bokhove, Kalogirou and Zweers [5]. However, we do note that the complete
model is given here in the combined equation sets (1) and (18).

2Parameters and values/ranges used are found in Table I.

equations, as follows

Ż =W, (1a)

MẆ =−Mg−2πa
3

∑
i=1

ε
(i)
I (Z)Ii +F, (1b)

Q̇i =Ii, (1c)

L(i)
i İi =2πaε

(i)
I (Z)Ż − (R(i)

i +R(i)
c )Ii

− Ii

|Ii|
VS(|I1|+ |I2|+ |I3|) (1d)

for i = 1,2,3, with coil densities ε
(i)
I (Z) (see below), a

Shockley equation

VS(|I|) =nqVT ln(1+ |I|/Isat)

with |I|= |I1|+ |I2|+ |I3|, (1e)

nq a quality factor, VT a thermal voltage and Isat a saturation
current. The energy is consumed in loads modelled by a
Shockley equation after these AC-DC rectifications. The
load is partitioned mathematically into each equation via the
overall rectified current |I|= |I1|+ |I2|+ |I3|, which is argued
to be the case by the following argument, supported by the
circuit diagram in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2: Circuit schematic of three induction coils, each with
inductance L(i)

i = Li/3, resistance of induction coil and its
circuit R(i)

c +R(i)
i = (Rc +Ri)/3, in which each AC-current Ii

is rectified to a DC current |Ii| for i= 1,2,3, and connected in
parallel to a Shockley load, pictured as light-emitting LED.

Consider the case where I1, I2, I3 all have the same signs,
then the voltage drop Vs is the same for each induction
equation and Vs has I = |I1 + I2 + I3| as argument. Similar
checks can be made for the other, different sign configura-
tions. Kirhchoff’s circulation laws have been used to formu-
late the equations for the three parallel circuits involving
each inductor, the Lenz’ effect and the resistance of the
coils and connections. The Lenz’ effect enters as the forces
proportional to the currents Ii in the momentum equation
(1b) and via the terms proportional to Ż in the current



equations(1d). Multiplication of these equations by W and Ii

shows that these transfer terms ε
(i)
I (Z)Ii cancel after adding

the relevant “kinetic” energy terms. The coil densities are
nonlinear functions of buoy position Z and are approximately
given by a modification of expression (44e) in [5], i.e. they
take the forms

ε
(1)
I (Z) =

aµN
L

( 1

(a2 +(Z̄ +αhHm −Z −L/2)2)
3/2

− 1

(a2 +(Z̄ +αhHm −Z −L/6)2)
3/2

)
(2a)

ε
(2)
I (Z) =

aµN
L

( 1

(a2 +(Z̄ +αhHm −Z −L/6)2)
3/2

− 1

(a2 +(Z̄ +αhHm −Z +L/6)2)
3/2

)
(2b)

ε
(3)
I (Z) =

aµN
L

( 1

(a2 +(Z̄ +αhHm −Z +L/6)2)
3/2

− 1

(a2 +(Z̄ +αhHm −Z +L/2)2)
3/2

)
(2c)

for the three coils located after a centering shift at
[−L/2,L/6] , [−L/6,L/6] and [L/6,L/2] instead of one
coil located after this shift at [−L/2,L/2]. The single coil
has N windings, radius a and length L, while the shorter
coils each have N/3 windings and length L/3. The distance
above the reference buoy position Z is αhHm and the rest
level position of the buoy is Z̄, with α ∈ [0,1].

TABLE I: Table with symbols, units and parameter values
or ranges used throughout this paper.

Parameter symbol unit value
tank width Lx m [0.2,0.55]

rest free-surface depth H0 m [0.075,0.15]
mass buoy M kg 0.08
mast length Hm m 0.2

one-coil length L m 0.025
current I A

coil diameter D mm 0.2769
coil outer radius a m 0.012
winding layers nli - 10
coil windings N = nliL/D - (2889)

magnetic dipole mom. m Am2 5
magnet radius Am m 0.0075
magnet length Lm m 0.025

scale factor αh - 0.05
permeability µ0 H/m 4π10−7

magnetic flux µ = µ0m/(4π) Nm/A
quality factor K - 0.53
coil induction Li = Kπa2µ0N2/L NM/A2 0.0099
conductivity σ A/VM 5.96×107

resistance coil Rc = 8aN/(σD2) V/A 18.97
resistance coil circuit Ri = Rc V/A 18.97

saturation current Isat A 0.02
thermal voltage VT V 2.05

Shockley quality factor nq - 0.1
lin. Shockley resistance Rl = nqVT /Isat V/A 102.5
acceleration of gravity g m/s2 9.81

Each induction coil with its rectifier acts as a “battery”
unit. When these three units instead are placed in series there
is only a single AC current I and DC (rectified) current |I|.

Hence, the overall formulation of the three coils reduces to
the single coil formulation, as follows

(L(1)
i +L(2)

i +L(3)
i )İ =2πa(ε(1)I + ε

(2)
I + ε

(3)
I )Ż

− (R(1)
c +R(2)

c +R(3)
c +R(1)

i +R(2)
i +R(3)

i )I − sign(I)Vs(|I|)
⇐⇒ Li İ = 2πaεi(Z)Ż − (Rc +Ri)I − sign(I)Vs(|I|), (3)

since L(i)
i = Li/3,R(i)

c ≥ Rc/3,R(i)
i = Ri/3 (the equal signs

hold for ideal, non-dissipative rectifiers), and ∑
3
i=1 ε

(i)
i (Z) =

εI(Z), for the latter which see Fig. 3. Instead, we have
explored the placement of the three AC-circuits in parallel
after rectification and its altered formulation (1).

Fig. 3: Coil densities (times 2πa) for a single coil and three
coils 1/3rd in size. The top panel is similar to the one in [7].
In the bottom panel, the coil densities of the three separate
coils are shown as dashed lines, their sum corresponds to
the one-coil case and the sum of their absolute values to the
dashed-dotted blue line, which shape emerges later in the
power produced.

A. Resonance and Forced-Dissipative Analysis

The linearised coupled buoy-generator subsystem with one
coil reads:

Ż =W, (4a)
MẆ =−γG(Z0)I +F(t), (4b)

Q̇ = I, (4c)

Li İ = γG(Z0)Ż − (Rc +Ri +Rl)I −
Q
C
, (4d)

in which we have added a capacitor C to the Shockley load
with its linearised resistance Rl and in which the hydrody-
namic forcing in the buoy’s momentum equation is simplified
to a prescribed force F(t). The coil density 2πaε(Z)≡ γG(Z)
with γ = 2πµa2/L is evaluated at the rest level Z0 of the buoy
in the linearisation. The other variables have been linearised
around their zero rest state. In the absence of forcing F(t)= 0



and dissipation Rc = Ri = Rl = 0, this subsystem of coupled
oscillators has eigenfrequencies

ω
2
i = 0,ωi =±

√
(Li)−1

√
1/C+ γ2G(Z0)2/M (5)

with limiting cases 1/C → 0 and γ → 0, in the latter which
case ωi → ±

√
(LiC)−1. Hence, larger values of Li,C,M

reduce the eigenfrequency ωi and larger values of γG(Z0)
and inverse capacitance 1/C increase the eigenfrequency.
Regardless, adding a capacitor increases the eigenfrequency.
Given that γ = 2πa2µN/L and Li =Kµ0(N2/L)πa2 ([5], [7]),
it is best to look at the combination γ2G(Z0)

2/Li.
Next we analyse the subsystem (4) under harmonic forc-

ing. Given that F(t) ∝ eiσt , we posit solutions of the form
Z(t)
W (t)
I(t)
Q(t)

= Re
{

xeiσt}≡ Re




Ẑ
Ŵ
Î
Q̂

eiσt

 ,

such that, upon division by eiσt , system (4) can be written
in matrix form as Ax = b, where

A =


iσ −1 0 0
0 iMσ γG 0
0 0 −1 iσ

−iγGσ 0 iLiσ +R 1
C


with G ≡ G(Z0) and R ≡ Rc +Ri +Rl , and

b = (0,Ar + iAi,0,0)T .

By inverting matrix A, using Python’s sympy package, the
solution x = A−1b is


Ẑ
Ŵ
Î
Q̂

=



(Ar + iAi)
(
CLiσ

2 − iCRσ −1
)

σ2 (CG2γ2 −CLiMσ2 + iCMRσ +M)

i(Ar + iAi)
(
CLiσ

2 − iCRσ −1
)

σ (CG2γ2 −CLiMσ2 + iCMRσ +M)

CGγ(Ar + iAi)

CG2γ2 −CLiMσ2 + iCMRσ +M

CGγ(Ai − iAr)

σ(CG2γ2 −CLiMσ2 + iCMRσ +M)


. (6)

Solutions to system (4) can be found by taking the real and
imaginary parts of (6) separately, and multiplying by cosσt
and −sinσt respectively, i.e.

I = Re{Î}cosσt − Im{Î}sinσt

and Q = Re{Q̂}cosσt − Im{Q̂}sinσt. (7)

To calculate the power, we do not require expressions for
Z and W . Using (7), we can explicitly evaluate the average
power output, with T = nπ/σ :

P̂g =
1
T

∫ T

0
I2Rl +

IQ
C

dt =
1
2

(
Rl

(
Re{Î}2 + Im{Î}2)

+
1
C

(
Re{Î}Re{Q̂}+ Im{Î} Im{Q̂}

))
, (8)

since
∫ nπ/σ

0 cos2 σtdt =
∫ nπ/σ

0 sin2
σtdt = nπ/(2σ) and∫ nπ/σ

0 cosσt sinσt = 0. Using (7) in (4c) yields that

Re{Q̂}= Im{Î}/σ and Im{Q̂}=−Re{Î}/σ .

Hence, Re{Î}Re{Q̂}+ Im{Î} Im{Q̂}= 0, such that the sec-
ond term of (8) can be removed, giving

P̂g =
1
2

Rl
(
Re{Î}2 + Im{Î}2) .

With CG2γ2 −CLiMσ2 +M = α0 and CMRσ = α1, we find

Î =
CGγ(Ar + iAi)

α + iβ
=

CGγ(Ar + iAi)(α0 − iα1)

α2
0 +α2

1

⇒ (Re{Î}, Im{Î}) =CGγ
((Arα0 +Aiα1),Aiα0 −Arα1))

α2
0 +α2

1
,

such that

P̂g =
RlC2G2γ2

2
(
α2

0 +α2
1

)2

(
(Arα0 +Aiα1)

2 +(Aiα0 −Arα1)
2
)

=
RlC2G2γ2(A2

r +A2
i )

2
(
α2

0 +α2
1

) .

Substituting for α0 and α1 as well as dividing top and bottom
by C2, the final power output becomes

P̂g =
1
2

RlG2γ2(A2
r +A2

i )

(G2γ2 −LiMσ2 +M/C)2 +(MRσ)2 . (9)

For C → ∞, total power generated and lost thus read

P̂g =
1
2

RlG2γ2(A2
r +A2

i )

(G2γ2 −LiMσ2)2 +(MRσ)2 , (10a)

P̂l =
1
2

(Rc +Ri)G2γ2(A2
r +A2

i )

(G2γ2 −LiMσ2)2 +(MRσ)2 . (10b)

At the resonance frequency γG(Z0)/
√

MLi ∼ 0.2673Hz (e.g.
with γ = 3.66×10−6,M = 0.1,Li = 0.35, Rl = 102, Ri =Rc =
203, γG(Z0) = 0.05) the power output is

P̂g =
1
2

RlLi(A2
r +A2

i )/(MR2). (11)

Therefore, with Rl ≈ 102 and Ar + iAi = A, one finds that
P ≈ 7×10−4|A|2 = 2.8×10−7J for A = 0.02.

When 1/C = 0, LiMσ2 > γ2G2 and for given σ , this linear
resonance can be reached if and only if

C =M1/(LiMσ
2 − γ

2G2), (12)

and can be enforced at the level

P̂g =
1
2

Rlγ
2G2)Li(A2

r +A2
i )/(MR2

σ
2), (13)

as a controller. For the values used above and the forcing
frequency σ = 9.34s−1 numerically found for the full yet
linearised system in Bolton, Bokhove, Borman, Kalogirou
and Thompson [7], we then calculate that C = 0.0328F.



Fig. 4: Power output over amplitude Pg/|A|2 as function
of (modelled hydrodynamic) forcing frequency σ and buoy
rest level Z0 for single coil (black lines) and three-coils-in-
parallel (red lines) cases, with full-wave rectifiers for each
case. Resonant cases are displayed with dashed lines. Half
of the profile is shown.

Similarly, the linearised forced-dissipative three-coil case
connected in parallel after rectification involves eight equa-
tions, i.e. for {Z,W, I1,Q1, I2,Q2, I3,Q3}, and is approximated
as follows

Ż =W, (14a)
MẆ =−γG(Z0)I +F(t), (14b)

Q̇i = Ii, (14c)

Li İi = γGi(Z0)Ż − (R(i)
c +R(i)

i +Rl)Ii for i = 1,2,3, (14d)

in which Rl is the full linearised Shockley load, while
we recall that R(i)

c = Rc/3,R(i)
i = Ri/3. Note that this is

an approximation since a Shockley load has been included
in each circuit because it is not clear how to linearise
−sign(Ii)Rl(|I1|+ |I2|+ |I3|). To allow another comparison
between the single coil and three-coil cases, we have (also)
increased the linearised Shockley load in the single-coil case
by a factor of three: Rl → 3Rl ,R → R = Rc +Ri +3Rl .

Its solution for the currents without capacitor and with R=
Rc/3+Ri/3+Rl/3 reads (again by using Python’s sympy
package)

Î1
Î2
Î3

=



(Ar + iAi)(3γG1)(
3γ2(G2

1 +G2
2 +G2

3)−LiMσ2 + iMRω
)

i(Ar + iAi)(3γG2)(
3γ2(G2

1 +G2
2 +G2

3)−LiMσ2 + iMRω
)

CGγ(Ar + iAi)(3γG3)(
3γ2(G2

1 +G2
2 +G2

3)−LiMσ2 + iMRω
)


.

(15)

Fig. 5: Power output over amplitude Pg/|A|2 as function of
forcing frequency σ and buoy rest level Z0 for single coil
(black lines) and three-coils-in-parallel (red lines) cases, with
full-wave rectifiers for each case. Resonant case displayed
with dashed lines. Here we took Rl → 3Rl ,R → Rc+Ri+3Rl
in the single-coil case.

Similar analysis as for the one-coil case then yields that the
power gained

P̂g =
1
2

9Rlγ
2(G2

1 +G2
2 +G2

3)(A
2
r +A2

i )(
3γ2(G2

1 +G2
2 +G2

3)−LiMσ2
)2

+(MRσ)2
, (16)

from which we see that the free-wave resonant frequency is

ωi = 3γ

√
(G2

1 +G2
2 +G2

3))/(
√

MLi). (17)

The power output for both the single coil and three-coil-in-
parallel cases are displayed in Fig. 4 with solid black and
red lines respectively as function of forcing frequency σ and
(rest or linearisation) buoy level Z0. The three-coil-in-parallel
case reaches a higher output of circa half a decade away
from Z0 with single-coil G(Z0) = 0. Near that point and for
smaller σ the single-coil case is more effective. However, this
difference is a bit artificial due to the associated linearisation
process in that in reality Z marches through a range of
values. Note that at resonance, the achievable maximally
gained power is the same (11) between the one-coil and
three-coil cases, as displayed with the dashed lines in Figs. 4
and 5. At least in the single-coil case, the effect of the
capacitor control is minimal, since for LiMσ2 > γ2G2 the
term (MRσ)2 dominates.

Of course, nonlinear effects will lead to some averaging
over Z. A weakly nonlinear analysis or fully nonlinear nu-
merical simulation will be required to assess the nonlinear
effects of the coil densities and Shockley load.



Fig. 6: Power output over 36 simulations with varying θc ∈
[45,80]o,H0 ∈ [0.075,0.15]m, while keeping Lx = 0.2m and
other parameters fixed.

III. DESIGN-OF-EXPERIMENT: SAMPLING
CONTRACTION GEOMETRIES

Hitherto we have chosen linear contraction and buoy ge-
ometries. The shape of the buoy is therefore a prism. The
following three parameters determine contraction and buoy
shapes: the width Lx of the contraction entrance, the angle
θ = θc of the contraction wall with the wall normal and the
angle α of the buoy hull. Simulations of the linear shallow
water finite-element model coupled to the buoy and then
to the generator with loads will be used to calculate the
power output for a series of parameter values. For details,
we refer to [7] for our numerical set-up, which finite-element
discretisation is fully compatible and includes two-way cou-
pling between hydrodynamics and buoy motion as well as
buoy motion and power generation3. Since a full sweep
of simulations across a renewed set of parameter values
over a regular grid pattern is computationally expensive,
we also explore the use of surrogate modelling to lower
the computational efforts. The goal is to find the parameter
values that optimise the power output in order to aid in the
design of the laboratory experiment.

Here, we focus on the parameter plane spanned by θc
and Lx or H0 for incoming monochromatic waves, generated
by a piston wavemaker for our laboratory-size tank. Several
sets of simulations will be undertaken. For Lx = 0.2m we
will calculate and display the power output for 36 values
value-pairings within parameter ranges θc ∈ [45,80]o,H0 ∈
[0.075,0.15]m. Subsequently, for H0 = 0.1m, simulations
will be run for 36 suitable (random-covering) value-pairings
within parameter ranges θc ∈ [45,80]o,Lx ∈ [0.2,0.55]m. Op-
timisation values are also gathered using Latin-hypercube
sampling as routinely used in Design-of-Experiments (DOE).

3Access to a bespoke GitHub repository is available upon request.

Fig. 7: Power output over 36 simulations with varying θc ∈
[45,80]o,Lx ∈ [0.2,0.55]m, while keeping H0 = 0.1m and
other parameters fixed.

Given these outcomes for the power output, Gaussian Radial
Basis Functions will be used to find an overall fit, where-
upon the maximum output will be determined. It turns out
that a fitting with Gaussian processes leads to unphysical
negative power outputs so we rejected this Gaussian choice
of surrogate modelling.

The simulation sweep over θc and H0 is displayed
in Fig. 6 revealing a maximum power output of circa
θc = 74o for all H0 ∈ [0.075,0.15]m. Simulations displayed
in Fig. 7 (and surrogate modelling) reveal maximum values
around a plateau bounded by lines connecting points
[74o,0.2m], [45o,0.55m] and [74o,0.2m], [65o,0.55m] within
the range [θc,Lx] = [45,80]o × [0.2,0.55]m investigated.
Naturally, the power increases uniformly as function of
H0 since the piston wavemaker displacement stayed the
same so more water is moved for larger H0. Power should
perhaps increase (linearly) with Lx which is, however, only
seen for θc ∈ [45]o, but there may be insufficient resolution
within the contraction for large angle θc ≈ 80o.

IV. DISCUSSION: INEQUALITY CONSTRAINT
VIA AUGMENTED LAGRANGIAN

We have explored two optimisation options to enhance
the power output in our wave-energy device, which consists
of a wave-amplifying contraction and a floating buoy with
magnet moving in a (predominantly) vertical direction which
is coupled to a tubular electromagnetic generator.

First, the model of the original single-magnet and single-
coil generator has been replaced by one with a single-
magnet and three-coils-in-parallel generator. Together the
three induction coils have the same length and properties as
the single induction coil. The power output is mostly about
an order of magnitude larger in the three-coil case, which
is revealed in an analysis of the separate buoy-generator



dynamics after linearisation of the nonlinear model around
a rest state and with hypothetical harmonic (hydrodynamic)
forcing. Power output is magnitudes larger when the rest
level is (mis)placed near the middle of the coils but herein the
linearisation may be misleading. Full numerical simulations
or weakly nonlinear analysis of the nonlinear (sub)system of
the device are required to further understanding. We aim to
build the subsystem for experimental model validation.

Second, the linear contraction geometry has been opti-
mised based on (Latin-hypercube) simulations of a simplified
and linearised complete wave-to-wire model. A model reduc-
tion from dispersive potential-flow hydrodynamics equations
to the shallow-water equations was made as well as lineari-
sation of the wave-to-wire model. Based on the laboratory
tank dimensions, power-output maxima were obtained for the
following tank width and contraction angle: Lx = 0.2m and
θ ≈ 740 independent of depth H0 ∈ [0.075,0.15]m. Based on
these preliminary results we aim to make a first laboratory
realisation in our available wavetank.

The optimisation explorations have hitherto been limited to
linearised versions of the complete nonlinear models. Instead
of using Navier-Stokes equations for the hydrodynamics, we
favour the use of potential-flow and Boussinesq-type dis-
persive wave models ([17], [15]). For nonlinear wave mod-
elling, these models are computationally much faster than
the Navier-Stokes equations and well-explored in the wave-
modelling applied-mathematics community. For numerical
wave modelling, e.g., we refer to boundary/finite-element
models of Ma et al. [19], Engsig-Karup, Bingham [11] and
Boussinesq models [18], the latter which use optimised and
reduced vertical resolution (for other variational models see
[14], [15], [10]). Typically, second or higher-order time dis-
cretisations are used such as compatible modified midpoint
([8], [10]) or Runge-Kutta schemes. A crucial aspect is the
coupling to the buoy in the wave-energy device. A fully
nonlinear model was formulated in Bokhove, Kalogirou and
Zweers [5] in which the pressure under the wetted hull
acted as a Lagrange multiplier λ̃ ≥ 0, wherein λ̃ = 0 at
the waterline. This moving waterline was resolved exactly
and implicitly where the water depth z = h(x,y, t) equals
the position of the buoy hull z = hb(Z(t),x,y) over a flat
bottom at vertical position z = 0. Hence, the waterline is
defined by equality constraint h(x,y, t)− hb(Z(t),x,y) = 0
with horizontal coordinates x and y and buoy location Z(t).
In hb various parameters describing the fixed buoy shape
have been suppressed. This exact (numerical) modelling is
complicated, requiring meshes conforming to the dynamic
waterline. Therefore, we next outline a model formulation
based on inequality constraints h(x,y, t)− hb(Z(t),x,y) ≤ 0,
cf. developments and results of contact dynamics in contin-
uum mechanics [9].

Consider our wavetank with a piston wavemaker
at x = Rw(t) and a contraction. Its domain is
x ∈ [0,Lx],y ∈ [Rw(t), ly(x)] with ly(x) = Ly − Lc|1− 2x/Lx|
and Lc the contraction length at the tank’s centreline;
furthermore z ∈ [0,h(x,y, t)]. At rest the free-surface water
level in the tank is H0 and under the buoy it is determined

by Archimedes principle. For an incompressible fluid of
constant density and three-dimensional velocity u = ∇φ , the
interior fluid is governed by the Laplace equation

∇
2
φ = 0 (18a)

for the velocity potential φ(x,y,z, t). The time dependence
is governed by the kinematic and Bernoulli equations at the
free surface z = h(x,y, t) of the water

∂tφ +
1
2
|∇φ |2 +g(h−H0)+F+ (γn(h−hb)−λ ) = 0,

(18b)
∂th+∇φ ·∇h = ∂zφ , (18c)

coupled to the buoy motion via an added inequality
constraint-force

MẆ =−Mg−2πa
3

∑
i=1

ε
(i)
I (Z)Ii

−
∫ Lx

0

∫ ly(x)

0
F+ (γn(h−hb)−λ )dxdy, (18d)

and with notation ∂th ≡ ∂h/∂ t,∂zφ ≡ ∂φ/∂ z,∇ ≡
(∂x,∂y,∂z)

T . The function F+(q) = max(q,0), or a smooth
approximation thereof, and the Lagrange multiplier λ (x,y, t)
under the hull is the (negative) hydrodynamic pressure on
the hull such that λ ≤ 0 (N.B. λ̃ ∝ −λ ). This Lagrange
multiplier is governed by the equation

λ =−F+ (γn(h−hb)−λ ) , (18e)

with constant γn ≫ 0. After some manipulation, one can show
that (18e) for F+(q) = max(q,0) satisfies the well-known
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker inequality conditions

h−hb ≤ 0, λ ≤ 0, λ (h−hb) = 0. (19)

So either λ = 0 or h= hb. Moreover, the Lagrange multiplier
equation (18e) and in fact the entire (conservative part of
the) system can be derived from an augmented Lagrangian
formulation (by combining the work in [5], [9], [21]), which
aids both numerical formulation and implementation.

The numerical implementation of such fully nonlinear
wave-to-wire models using this inequality constrained
formulation is in progress within the finite-element
environment Firedrake ([22], [1], [2], [21]). That
environment in particular lends itself for the implementation
of the (time-discrete) variational principle or augmented
Lagrangian underlying the entire wave-to-wire model.
Therein algebraically-complicated weak formulations can
be generated automatically and the dissipative features can
furthermore readily be added to these conservative parts.
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